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SCENE 1

 

CASINO -NIGHT
 

TOM, KARLA and AARON meet up outside.

TOM
Ah shit

LUCIUS
Well just that's great

KARLA
That’s 5 mill gone i may be rich but
bank my account isn’t bottomless!

(slows down)

Besides

besides I was counting on that game ,
Dad’s gonna kill me when he find out.

Karla covers her face with sadness then TOM TURNS LEFT To
LUCIUS

TOM
Well looks like PLAN B

LUCIUS
 

And what might that be mate ?

 

(Tom looks at LUCIUS )
 

CUT TO:BLACK

TOM
We rob the bastard

FADE IN:

Titles CARDS PART 2 appear on screen
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DAY/  WIDE SHOT OF THE CITY

Title Paris

CUT TO:

EXT/BANK -NIGHT

 

WIDE SHOT OF A BANK SECURITY VAN DRIVING INTO A UNDERGROUND
CAR PARK AS STEAL BARS CLOSE OVER THE ENTRANCE,THE SECURITY
GUARD STEPS OUT AND WALKS WAY TOM ROLLS OUT FROM UNDERNEATH
THE VAN AND STANDS UP.

KARLIA
 

I’ll tap the CCTV so can guide you
around the building but keep us
informed .Not like last time where I
to had flunk that coding exam to find
you.

LUCIUS
I’ll guide you on security procedures
of the guards.

TOM SNEEKLY FOLLOWS THE GUARD THROUGH A DOOR LEADING TO THE
BASEMENT

CUT TO:

INSIDE PARKED VAN-ELEVATED CAR PARK

Karlia In side looking at computer graphic semiotics of the
building AND A TAP

LUCIUS
Right to access the CCTV you need to
go the survey room ,If you can’t find
it listen out for the large fans and
watch out for...

BASSMENT 1

(Tom almost slips into view of a camera)
 

TOM
That was close
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LUCIUS
Be care- !

Tom shreeks

TOM
Sorry

SFX-RADIO DISTORTION

TOM
What happing ?

SFX-FANS TURNING

KARLIA
Ah probably the depth ,that why you're
breaking up.

SFX-BLEEPING

TOM
Ah a camera great

Tom looks around bumps into a white steal electricals box on
the wall as he turns head to look at at next to him 

 
cctv security room

One CCTV MONITOR GOES to BLACK,GUARD PICKS UPS A RADIO

SERVER ROOM

A Security guard walks around the connor into the second
hallway out side the server room

Tom applies transmitter so karlia can hack the CCTV

KARALIA ACCESS ENABLED ON HER LAPTOP

KARLA
oh yeah

Karla WIGGLES her fingers with a smile on her face as her
starts typing.

CCTV ROOM

Pornogrphic images and video's apair on the cctv monitor,the
guard notices frantically tries to turn it off but knock over
his coffee over spilling it over his crotch.
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Enter second Guard

He pauses after seeing the Junior guard rubbing his crotch
mistaking him for masterbating.

The CCTV Guard stops RUBBING his crotch with tissues and
pause realizing someone is watching him.

camera rack focas to the other security guard in the doorway

GUARD 2
( chuckling to him self while shaking
his head)

oh mate

IN VAN

 

KARLA
I can see the volt in sector 13

LUCIUS
ledger on bank managers in computers
will tell you who account's belong to.

Tom peaks a around the connor seeing Darious body typing in a
code pad on the door leading the finatual server room.

 SCENE 3

INT-VAN -NIGNT

KARLIA
 

I would be good to see some good
coming from that money.The people can
afford to run campaigns and they throw
out old the government bastards in
power who hang on to the cash.

LUCIUS
 

To much good change at once will upset
the order.

KARLIA
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Like what ?

LUCIUS
If Darius somehow finds out it was us
he ,won’t just come after us,but the
people we help.

BANK VOLT ROOM

Tom phone screen reads transfer complete ,Tom ejects the usb.

Tom sees a reflection of darius's bodyguard behind him just
before moves out of the way of his punch.The body throw 3
punches ,tom doges them all .TOM punches him multiple but it
has one effect.he He he slows down pushing as releases its
not working before stop with nervous screek on his face .

punching him hard to the ground.The bodyguard walks over to
Tom on floor as clenching a fist .The bodyguard smiles and
shakes his head doulting him so leans forward tuating as he
closes his eyes.

Tom hand comes into screen tasering the bodyguard in the neck
as he makes funny faces.Tom get confidently brush's himself
off before walking to the the door opening it seeing a couple
of guard chilling out in the corridor.Toms eye bug and mouth
drops as they all turn and look at TOM .

TOM
Shiiittt

CUT TO:

KARLIA SITING THEIR BORED TURNS TOWARDS HER OTHER LAPTOP AND
SEES GUARDS RUNNING in THE hallway on the CCTV SCREEN AND THE
SECOND computer window TAP OPEN TEXT SAYING ALARM .

SOUNDS OF GUNFIRE

BANK RECEPTION AREA

TOM THROWING something at guard before jumping into an
elevator .Tom is pressing the evalor door bottom rapidly as
more guards come running out from a room.one guard tries stop
the elevator door but it closes just in time.Guard slams the
door with frustration.

 
TOM

Kinda need some help !
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LUCIUS
what have you done now !?

TOM
not helping ?

Karlia looking Tom running away from guards on cctv

CUT TO:

Tom

KALIA
He's trapped !

CAMERA RACK FOCUS FROM KARLIA TO LUCIUS

LUCIUS
Not if I can help it

 

TOM IS HEAVILY PANTING AS THE ELEVATOR GOES up to car park )

(TOM’S RADIO BREAKS UP)
 

(THE GUARDS SAY TO EACH OTHER TO CUT THE ELEVATOR POWER )

CUT TO:

TOM IS PAINTING HEAVILY IN PAIN FROM HIS INJURY WITH BLOOD
RUNNING DOWN HIS HANDS AND LEG.

TOM QUICKY PEAKS AROUND A PILLAR AND SEES A GUARDS WITH A
SEMI AUTOMATIC MACHINE GUN IS SLOWLY COMING OUT OF SECURITY
ROOMS.

CUT TO :

Tom hiding behind car hear sound a gun cocks beside his
ear.Camera pulls out revealing a guard.

Lucius's van comes in frame knocking over the guard as the
van swerves around.

LUCIUS
 

come on kiddo let's go
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Tom gets into the back of the van .ALL guards start getting
into cars.One guard gets into his car but is pulled out the
driver seat by DARIUS's bodyguard with the look of
determination on his face before driving of.

 

CUT TO:  KARLIA DUCKING TO AVOID GUN FIRE

LUCIUS
 

 WE NEED TO LOSE THEM ,FIND ME A WAY
OUT !

KARLIA
I’M TRYING !,I’M TRYING !

KARlA starts a call with her mobilal

CUT TO:

AIRPORT TARMAC

PILOT
Hello

KARLIA
we need to go now just leave the ramp
down.

(KARLIA ON THE PHONE)
 

Lucius changes gear as he drives towards the moving plane
.Lucius drives up plane ramp before its takes off.

Darius guards arrive at the tarmac as the plane is in mide
air.One gun guard get on the car starts shooting at the plane
with the machine on gun single shot mode . Darious's
bodyguard snachs it away putting it into full auto mode and
firing it rapidly .

((sound of the gun only clicking))
The Darious bodyguard throws the gun
to ground

Tom is laying floor resting as he smiling.he heads the usb to
karlia ,Lucas takes out bottle Swedish word for wormwood
liqueur to celebrate.
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Karla and Tom both look at each and the bottle before looking
at each other shacking their with disgust on their faces.

LUCIUS
what ?

TRASION TO BLACK

THE END


